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SPIRITUALITY: DOING BUSINESS WITH THE SAINTS 

National Cathedrals Conference, 17 September 2018: Manchester 

I feel most honoured that Abbot Stuart has quoted me on the Benedictine tradition. I love the 

Benedictines and their deeply humane tradition. When I decided to become a Dominican, a 

Benedictine great uncle expressed surprise. ‘Is this a good idea? They are awfully intelligent. I doubt 

whether they will accept you.’ After a pause, ‘Well, I have met some stupid Dominicans and so 

maybe you have a chance.’ I squeezed in.  

As Stuart has pointed out, we are a young Order, founded only in 1216. But Dominic lived in the 

time when the new Gothic cathedrals of England were beginning to rise up above the skies of newly 

expanding cities. He was a Canon Regular in a Cathedral before he founded the Order. We 

Dominicans are born from the same womb as the builders of our great cathedrals.  

We are both the fruit of urban religion. The cities of Dominic’s time were in turmoil. The old 

vertical relationships of feudalism were weakening. Just as today, the culture of deference was on the 

wane. There was a mini-globalisation in progress. In this new fluid world, people wondered about 

their identity. The Dominicans and Franciscans offered a new sort of identity. They were friars, 

fratres, which is to say ‘brothers’ and there were sisters too. In fact the sisters came first. Dominic 

the priest was always ‘Brother Dominic.’ In a new and uncertain world, where people were 

wondering how to relate to strangers, they offered a spirituality of fraternity, brothers and sisters.  

What does this mean? First of all, friendship. Thomas Aquinas, our first great theologian, talked of 

the eternal friendship of the Trinity. We are baptised into friendship with God. I quote Fergus Kerr 

OP, ‘In charity we are friends with God. There can be no friendship, in the fullest sense, except 

between equals – but God has made us his equals.1’ So to the confusing, urban world, where 

democracy was in the air, they offered friendship, with God and with each other.  

One of the most striking things about these first friars and sisters, was their easy relationship with 

people of the opposite sex. When he was dying Dominic confessed that he preferred talking to 

young women to being talked at by old women! His immediate successor as Master, Blessed Jordan 

of Saxony exchanged the most loving letters of the Middle Ages with a Dominican nun, Diana 

d’Andalo. If I wrote letters like that, I would be on the front page of the Daily Mail.  

Meister Eckhart had close friendships with the Rhineland nuns.  St Catherine of Siena, a fourteenth 

century Dominican lay woman, had her community of friends, friars and lay people, called the 

caterinati, who gave each other crazy nicknames and cracked jokes.  

                                                 
1 ‘Charity as friendship’ in ed Brian Davies OP, Language, Meaning and God: Essays in honour of Herbert 

McCabe OP, Geoffreu Chapman, 1987, p. 21 
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So we have a radical shift from the vertical relationships of feudalism to the horizontal relationships 

of friendship. Maybe your cathedrals can be communities were friendship with God is experienced in 

the easy friendship of women and men.  This is urgently needed today because relationships between 

men and women have become fraught with anxiety and suspicion. It is reported that in America, 

young men are becoming afraid of forming relationships with real women. Instead they take refuge in 

the virtual world. No touch. Last week it was reported (in the Times, September 13th) that 

teenagers prefer to meet their friends on line rather than face to face. The face gives away as little as 

possible, eyes not meeting.  

But how to engage in friendship? In Dominic’s day, one way was through debate. With friends, we 

chat and take pleasure in disagreement, hoping to seek the truth together. He despatched his young 

friars to the best universities of the time. Initially to Bologna, Paris and Madrid, and a year later to 

Oxford. It was a time of intellectual ferment. Some of the works of Aristotle that had been lost for 

centuries were being recovered via the Islamic centres of study. Dominic wanted his friars to plunge 

into the hot questions of the day.  

I was in Baghdad just before Christmas. My brothers there founded the Baghdad Academy of Social 

Sciences. 80% of the students are Muslim. Its emblem is the Dominican shield with an enormous 

question mark. Here no questions are forbidden. Yougn Muslims and Christians grow in friendship as 

they seek the truth together. Surely this too is part of your vocation, to have open spaces of debate!  

In the nave of Antwerp Cathedral there is a statue created by a well known artist, an atheist, Jan 

Fabre. In this sculpture, he gazes at a cross which he holds in front of himself. He interrogates the 

cross. The cross also interrogates him! The dialogue takes place within the cathedral.  

No friendship is possible without truth. Indeed Veritas, truth, is the motto of the Dominican Order. 

According to our constitutions, human beings have a propensio ad veritatem, a natural tendency 

towards the truth. We only thrive in the truth, as birds need the air and fish water. Jesus said, ‘the 

truth will set you free.’ (John 8.32).  

 

One of the greatest Dominicans of the last century, Yves Congar, the father of the Second Vatican 

Council, said ‘I have loved the truth as one loves a person.’ But we live in the post-truth world. 

President Trump accuses everyone else of producing Fake News, though he makes it up every 

morning. When he retweeted a video which was claimed to be of a Muslim jihadist attacking a boy 

on crutches, it was immediately pointed out that there was no evidence that the attacker was in fact 

a Muslim. The White House press officer replied: ‘It does not matter if it is true or not: The threat is 

true.’  

We live in a world of “truthiness”, which Stephen Colbert defined as ‘the expression of gut feelings 

or opinions as valid statements of fact.’ If you feel that something is true, then it is. In twitter and 
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blogs wild assertions are made without concern to verify them. I was once accused of giving a 

Provincial permission to life with his mistress, a nun, in a disused railway carriage. It was not true. 

She wasn’t a nun!  

Our society has lost confidence in reason, except in a narrowly scientific sense. One of my brethren, 

Brian Davies OP, a distinguished philosopher, was travelling on a bus when he overheard two 

women in the seats in front of him. One was complaining about the sufferings she had to endure. 

The other one said: “My dear, you have to be philosophical about it.” “What does ‘philosophical’ 

mean?” “It means you don’t think about it.” 

In the social media, one does not engage with people who have other views. Jonathan Franzen, the 

American novelist, wrote: ‘Invisible Facebook and Google algorithms steer you towards content you 

agree with, and nonconforming voices stay silent for fear of being flamed, trolled or unfriended. The 

result is a silo in which, whatever side you’re on, you feel absolutely right to hate what you hate.2’ If 

you disagree, disconnect; unfriend.  

But in the living city, the excitement is found in friendships with people with whom you disagree, so 

that you may learn from each other. A former Dominican, James Alison, wrote a wonderful book 

called The Joy of being wrong. 

Our society champions mutual tolerance. But this can easily slide into indifference. If you are happy 

thinking that God is a green rabbit, that’s fine. You have your truth and I have mine. At its worst, the 

Dominican passion for truth could lead to an aggressive intolerance, for example the Inquisition. But 

at its best, for example in Dominic and Aquinas, it was founded on a real engagement with 

difference. Difference is neither to be ignored nor suppressed. It must be explored engaged with all 

of one’s intelligence. Aquinas never dismisses any position is ridiculous, with the sole exception of 

the idea that life is all about getting rich.  In the opening pages of the Summa, he appeals to the 

authority of a pagan philosopher, Aristotle, but also to Jewish and Muslim thinkers. He wrote that all 

truth is from the Holy Spirit, regardless of who said it3.  

This engagement with difference is in the DNA of Christianity. We have the four gospels in the one 

New Testament. When a Catholic bishop was trying to explain to some prisoners why this was so, 

one of them said: ‘Of course they disagree, governor, otherwise it would be a put up job.’ The Old 

and New Testaments sitting jarringly beside each other in the one Bible. And our Saviour embraces 

the most profound difference of all: divinity and humanity. Difference is fertile.  

                                                 
2 ‘Is it too late to save the world?’ The Guardian, November 4, 2017 
3 omne verum, a quocumque dicatur, est a Spiritu Sancto).” S T, I II, q.109, a.1, ad 1.  
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Any profound friendship with another challenges not just your ideas, but your identity. In a deep 

conversation, you become someone new, who has not existed until then. Rowan understands this 

deeply. I think that it is the key to his thought. He quotes  Bakhtin: ‘In dialogue a person not only 

shows himself outwardly, but he becomes for the first time that which he is – and, we repeat, not 

only for others but for himself as well.4’  So I would hope that your cathedrals can be spaces for 

people to engage deeply with people who think and act differently. We need conversations that 

unsettle our ideas of who we are. This is the bravest thing that any of us can do.  

Even some of the key debates of Dominic’s time are relevant to your mission today. St Dominic’s 

preaching was triggered by his encounter with the Albigensians, who believed that this universe was 

created by an evil god, and that the body was bad. At the heart of our earliest preaching and of St 

Thomas of Aquinas’ theology was the belief that our bodies are good. We are bodily beings, animals. 

St Thomas famously said: ‘I am not my soul.’  

People were deeply scandalized. Our society too is marked by a dualism of mind and body. Mary 

Midgley, the Newcastle philosopher, has argued that in the virtual world, there is a contempt for the 

body, which alternates with its worship of the perfect body. And so people are ill at ease with their 

bodies, unsure of how to relate to our animality. But the goodness of the body is at the heart of so 

much Christian teaching, from the gift of Christ’s body in the Eucharist to our hope in the 

resurrection of the body.  

People flock today to your cathedrals to take part in bodily worship. In our virtual world, everything 

is infinitely malleable and ethereal. But cathedrals are made for real bodies, who stand and kneel, 

process and worship. In liturgy, bodiliness is graced. God became flesh and so must we too.  

Another key question of the time was the nature of freedom. A German adage from the late Middle 

Ages was ‘Stadluft macht frei’. City air makes your free! In the thirteenth century, freedom was in 

the air. People were freer to travel, to think new thoughts. Craftsmen and artists formed themselves 

into guilds to take democratic decisions about their work. Parliaments were stretching their muscles. 

The Dominican Order was founded in the same year as the Magna Carta.  

This same thirst for freedom animated the friars and sisters. When Pope Innocent III wanted to 

know which rule Francis of Assisi would follow, he replied that he wanted no other rule than the 

gospel. The Dominicans have a constitution which is always being revised. Dominic is pictured with a 

knife since he said that if the brethren became scrupulous about obeying our constitutions he would 

come and cut them all up. Aquinas’ moral theology explores how virtue is about becoming happy 

and free because God wants only to be served by free people. It was the perfect moral vision for 

these new cities.  

                                                 
4 Dostoevsky, p. 133 
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Surely one of the great questions of today is what it means to be free. The freedom of consumerism 

seems ever more vacuous. Our governments seem ever less free faced with the forces of 

globalisation, and the giants of Silicon Valley. We are ever more aware of how we are constrained by 

external forces: our DNA, our upbringing, cultural forces of which we are unaware. Regulation, 

administration, hem us in. So what vision of freedom can you offer the young? Do they look at us 

and see free and spontaneous women and men?   

 

Father Timothy Radcliffe 

Monday 17 September 


